
Through a more efficient, cloud-
based, RAMS process

Hours saved annually
540

The number of rejected RAMS 
dropped from 100% to 0%

less rejected RAMS
100%

By improving operational efficiency 
and reducing headcount

Savings in first year
£39,000

Sarah Brighton, Operations Director at Silverlife, focuses on ensuring the company remains 
compliant to accreditations, and that they have all the right processes in place with the paperwork 
to back them up. With Silverlife working across mechanical and electrical engineering projects for 
the build to rent, fit-out and high-end residential markets, the paperwork and accreditations 
are extensive.

However, there was one area that the company consistently struggled to get right; risk 
assessments and method statements (RAMS). There was a complete lack of consistency to 
completed RAMS. "It just came down to who wrote them. They could vary from having loads - 
borderline too much - information within the RAMS to nothing at all," said Brighton.

At the time, Silverlife was creating RAMS using Microsoft Word templates for specific tasks its 
divisions completed. The process was inefficient. Due to the lack of portability of Word templates, 
RAMS were often created by an office worker with a job specification sheet rather than someone 
on-site with detailed knowledge of the project. Information was shared via email between the 
teams, leading to time wasted trying to find what was needed in an old message; or worse 
chasing it, as the relevant people hadn't been CC'd.
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Without central document control, it was left up to the individual where they would put information 
within a RAMS. Every single document was different, and it became impossible to find information 
quickly as it was never in the same place.

However, the tipping point for Brighton was dealing with nearly all their risk assessments getting 
rejected by their clients. "There was a constant backwards and forwards that our RAMS weren't 
good enough. We were struggling to keep on top of regulations; they didn't have the right 
information; they were missing COSHH. We were wasting a considerable amount of time and 
money, and I knew there had to be a solution for creating RAMS that would help us achieve 
compliance" said Brighton.

It was clear to Brighton that they needed to invest in the risk assessment process; and that 
despite an initial outlay on software that was unplanned, the company would ultimately see time 
and financial savings that would make the investment worthwhile.

“There was a constant backwards and forwards that our RAMS 
weren't good enough. We were wasting a considerable amount of 
time and money, and I knew there had to be a solution for creating 
RAMS that would help us achieve compliance.”

Operations Director
Silverlife

Sarah Brighton
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Brighton identified the most important elements a RAMS solution would need to help Silverlife 
overcome its challenges:

A defined structure that ensured all RAMS followed the same format
Up to date content to achieve regulatory compliance
Included all of the company's risks and controls
Easy to use system that empowers project managers with limited time and technical capabilities 
to create high-quality RAMS

• 
•
• 
• 

Solution
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Upon first seeing HANDS HQ, Brighton knew it would solve the problems Silverlife were 
experiencing. "I immediately understood that HANDS HQ would meet our needs and would 
deliver excellent value for money," said Brighton. "Additionally, it was such a straightforward 
process; they clearly understood our environment and what I needed.”

Within a week of becoming HANDS HQ customers, the Silverlife project team had training on the 
platform and were creating the consistent risk assessments that had been previously unattainable.

“I have more time to focus on strategic work, to get out and 
meet new clients. None of this was possible before HANDS HQ.”

Operations Director
Silverlife

Sarah Brighton

Brighton reports that Silverlife has experienced time-savings as a result of digitalizing their RAMS 
process with HANDS HQ. Prior to using the platform, it would take two hours on average to create 
RAMS; this has dropped to less than half an hour, leading to 540 hours saved per year and an 
operational savings of over £13k.

"With this time savings, I have an improved overview of what the teams are doing; I'm not 
spending my time on risk assessments. I understand what the projects are doing right, and where 
improvements should be made," said Brighton. "I have more time to focus on strategic work, to get 
out and meet new clients. None of this was possible before HANDS HQ."

Results



Silverlife are mechanical, electrical & public health (MEP) design and build specialists with 
a proven track record in commercial, residential, hospitality & leisure and 
education sectors.

Founded over 14 years ago, Silverlife are renowned for delivering bespoke MEP solutions 
to some of the leading names in built environment.

Silverlife are strong believers in innovation and ethical building standards. They recognise 
the need to deliver solutions that contribute to the well-being of the end-users. Their 
future proof, practical MEP designs require minimal maintenance, improve building 
efficiency and help to boost building’s net operating income.
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HANDS HQ is an innovative risk assessment and method statement platform for specialist 
contractors that reduces accidents, keeps projects on track and wins more work. Our dedication 
to simplifying the risk assessment process has made HANDS HQ the most trusted RAMS platform 
in high-risk environments since 2013. 

Used on over 90,000 projects across EMEA, our clients include BJF Group, Polyteck Group, G4S, 
Polypal and Barnwood Construction. Typically companies using HANDS HQ experience over 80% 
time-savings on RAMS creation; 90% reduction in rejected documents; and upwards of 230% ROI 
in the first year.

Find out how HANDS HQ can help your business at www.handshq.com or call 020 3318 4901

www.handshq.com

About HANDS HQ
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